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We present an experimental study of macroscopic and microscopic magnetic anisotropy of a spin tetramer
system SeCuO3 using torque magnetometry and ESR spectroscopy. Large rotation of macroscopic magnetic
axes with temperature observed from torque magnetometry agrees reasonably well with the rotation of theg
tensor aboveT & 50 K. Below 50 K, theg tensor is temperature independent, while macroscopic magnetic axes
continue to rotate. Additionally, the susceptibility anisotropy has a temperature dependence which cannot be
reconciled with the isotropic Heisenberg model of interactions between spins. ESR linewidth analysis shows
that anisotropic exchange interaction must be present in SeCuO3. These findings strongly support the presence
of anisotropic exchange interactions in the Hamiltonian ofthe studied system. BelowTN = 8 K, the system
enters a long - range antiferromagnetically ordered state with easy axis along the< 1̄01>∗ direction. Small
but significant rotation of magnetic axes is also observed inthe antiferromagnetically ordered state suggesting
strong spin-lattice coupling in this system.

PACS numbers: 75.30.Gw, 76.30.-v, 75.30.Et

I. INTRODUCTION

Low-dimensional spin systems present a fertile ground for
the study of magnetism. Their relatively simple magnetic
lattices are ideal for analytical and numerical theoretical in-
vestigations. At the same time, such systems can be found
in real materials thus enabling a comparison of experimen-
tal study with theory. Of special interest are spinS= 1/2
systems in which the interactions of spins are usually well
described by isotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonian and the mag-
netic anisotropy mostly comes from theg factor anisotropy.
Presence of small anisotropic exchange interaction can have a
profound influence on the ground state and low-energy exci-
tations of these systems. For example, presence of staggered
g tensor and/or Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction1,2 (DMI)
in S= 1/2 one-dimensional Heisenberg antiferromagnet (1D
HAF) opens a gap in the excitation spectrum in finite mag-
netic field.3–5

Influence of the small exchange anisotropy on the bulk
magnetic susceptibility of Heisenberg antiferromagnets has
received relatively little attention because bulk methodsare
often not sensitive enough in comparison to local probes such
as electron spin resonance (ESR) and nuclear magnetic res-
onance (NMR). Nevertheless, there are few examples where
the DMI significantly influences bulk susceptibility of low-
dimensional Heisenberg antiferromagnets. In 1D HAF DMI
induces anisotropic susceptibility enhancement at tempera-
tures T < J/kB, where J is the intrachain interaction.5–7

Another example is magnetic susceptibility anisotropy of
the kagome antiferromagnet with the DMI and symmetric
anisotropic exchange which was recently studied by the nu-
merical linked cluster method and exact diagonalization.8,9

This study showed that the presence of the DMI can either
suppress or enhance in and out of plane susceptibilities which
has significant influence in the temperature dependence of the

susceptibility anisotropy.10

Low-field torque magnetometry is a powerful method for
measurement of macroscopic (bulk) magnetic anisotropy. In
a paramagnetic substance, a measured component of torque is
proportional to the magnetic susceptibility anisotropy∆χ, i.e.,
the difference between maximal and minimal components of
the susceptibility tensor in the plane of measurement. Direct
measurement of∆χ in HAFs is obviously much more sensi-
tive to the detection of the susceptibility enhancements orsup-
pressions emerging from small anisotropy of exchange than
the standard magnetic susceptibility measurement.11 Another
advantage of torque magnetometry over bulk susceptibility
measurement is a routine detection of the rotation of macro-
scopic magnetic axes with temperature. However, change of
the g tensor with temperature also influences susceptibility
anisotropy and is reflected in torque. In order to distinguish
contributions of the exchange anisotropy from theg-factor
anisotropy in torque measurements, it is necessary to com-
bine torque magnetometry with the ESR measurements. In
this work, we use this methodology to study the magnetic
anisotropy of a spin tetramer system SeCuO3.

SeCuO3 crystallizes in monoclinic unit cell with space
groupP21/n.12 There are two crystallographically inequiva-
lent copper atoms, Cu1 and Cu2. Each Cu is surrounded by
six oxygen atoms which form very distorted elongated CuO6
octahedra. In both octahedra, four nearest equatorial oxygens
form distored CuO4 squares (see Fig.1). Two apical oxy-
gens are at distances> 2.36 Å so we expect only the four
nearest oxygens forming a CuO4 distorted square to take part
in the Cu-O-Cu type of superexchange. When this is taken
into account the magnetic lattice of SeCuO3 is formed of iso-
lated spin tetramers [Fig.1(a)].13 Cu1 ions form dimers by
edge sharing of two oxygen atoms from coordination square
(orange CuO4 squares in Fig.1). Each Cu2 shares one oxy-
gen with one Cu1. From the inspection of Cu – Cu distances
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and Cu – O – Cu angles two different antiferromagnetic ex-
change energies are expected in tetramer. Keeping notation
of Ref. 13 we term superexchange between Cu1 and Cu1J11
and between Cu1 and Cu2J12 [see Fig.1(a)]. The proposed
Hamiltonian of this system is then

H = J12(S1 ·S2+S3 ·S4)+ J11S2 ·S3. (1)

While magnetic susceptibility measurements give large in-
tratetrahedral interactionsJ/kB ∼ 200 K, SeCuO3 orders anti-
ferromagnetically atT ≈ 8 K, suggesting that weak interte-
trahedron interaction (Jinter ≪ J11(12)) is also present.13 It
has been shown13 that the magnetic susceptibility of SeCuO3
could be described by the spin tetramer model14 only down
to∼ 90 K. Below that temperature, additional interaction was
suggested to appear in Hamiltonian (1), but the real reason
for the deviation of the susceptibility from the tetramer model
remains unclear. ESR measurements along two different di-
rections revealed temperature change ofg factor, and torque
measurements revealed a large rotation of macroscopic mag-
netic axes with temperature.13 In this work we investigate the
connection between the temperature dependence of theg ten-
sor and the rotation of macroscopic magnetic axes which will
allow us to draw some conclusions about the interactions in
this system.

We present this work as follows. In Sec.II we briefly
describe the experimental methods we used. In Sec.III we
present results of torque magnetometry (Sec.III A ) and ESR
spectroscopy (Sec.III B ). We discuss the results in Sec.IV
and summarize conclusions in Sec.V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The single crystal of SeCuO3 used in all measurements has
been grown by a standard chemical vapor phase method as
previously described.13 The mass of the sample was 1.03±
0.03 mg.

The orientation of the crystal axes with respect to the sam-
ple morphology was determined using a Laue camera in back-
scattering geometry. Several spectra, taken with theb axis par-
allel or perpendicular to the x-ray beam, were subsequently
simulated using ORIENTEXPRESS 3.3 software15 and the
axes were unambiguously determined. The high quality of
the crystal was ascertained by the sharp Laue reflection and
the X-band ESR measurements.

Magnetic torque was measured with a home-built torque
apparatus which uses torsion of thin quartz fibre for torque
measurement. The sample holder is made of ultra pure quartz
and has an absolute resolution of 10−4 dyn cm. Measurements
were made in fields up to 8 kOe in the temperature range 2 -
330 K. Three different crystallographic planes were probed:
the ac plane, the plane spanned by axisb and b× [101] =
[101̄]∗ axis and plane spanned byb axis andb× [1̄01] = [101]∗

axis. Throughout this paper, we term the second one the
(b, [101̄]∗) plane and the third one the(b, [101]∗) plane. These
three planes of measurement are shown in Fig.1(b) with all
significant axes mentioned in the text. The precision of the
torque goniometer was 0.2◦.

FIG. 1. (Color online.) (a) Two magnetically inequivalent isolated
spin tetramers in SeCuO3. Orange (dark) and cyan (light) squares
represent crystallographically inequivalent Cu1O4 and Cu2O4 irreg-
ular squares. Small red spheres represent oxygen atoms. Se atoms
are not shown for the sake of clarity.J11 andJ12 represent two differ-
ent intratetraherdal interaction paths. (b) Unit cell of SeCuO3 with
three crystallographic planes in which the measurements were per-
formed.

X-band ESR measurements were performed in the tempera-
ture range from 8 K to room temperature using Bruker Elexsys
580 FT/CW X-band spectrometer equipped with a standard
Oxford Instruments model DTC2 temperature controller. The
microwave frequency was∼ 9.7 GHz with the magnetic field
modulation amplitude of 5 G at 100 kHz. At 8 K the signal
disappeared due to the establishment of long-range antifer-
romagnetic (AFM) order observed previously.13 ESR spectra
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were recorded at 5◦ steps and the rotation was controlled by
a home-made goniometer with the accuracy of 1◦. In both
torque and ESR measurements the uncertainty of≈ 3◦ was
related to the optimal deposition of the crystal on the quartz
sample holder.

III. RESULTS

A. Torque magnetometry

A sample with finite magnetizationM (induced or spon-
taneous) in finite magnetic fieldH will experience magnetic
torqueτ

τ =V M×H, (2)

whereV is the volume of the sample. In case of linear re-
sponse of magnetization to magnetic field we have

M = χ̂ H (3)

whereχ̂ is the susceptibility tensor. In experiment, the mag-
netic field usually rotates in one plane, e.g., thexy plane, and
only the component of torqueτz perpendicular to that plane
is measured. Combining Eq. (3) and Eq. (2) we obtain for
measured torque componentτz

τz =
m

2Mmol
H2 ∆χxy sin(2φ−2φ0) (4)

wherem is the mass of the sample,Mmol is the molar mass,H
is the applied field,φ is the goniometer angle, andφ0 is the an-
gle at which the magnetic field is parallel to thex axis. Phase
φ0 is introduced only because goniometer angleφ= 0 does not
generally correspond to the direction of the axisx of the sam-
ple. ∆χxy = χx−χy is the magnetic susceptibility anisotropy
in thexy plane measured in emu/mol.16 When Eq. (4) applies
andφ0 does not change with temperature, we obtain temper-
ature dependence of susceptibility anisotropy by measuring
temperature dependence of torque. This is achieved by apply-
ing constant magnetic field in the direction of maximal or min-
imal torque. In the case whenφ0 changes with temperature,
it is possible to measure temperature dependence of bothφ0
and the total susceptibility anisotropyχmax−χmin. The direc-
tion of χmaxcoincides withφ0. At φ0, the torque is zero which
means that the magnetization is parallel to the magnetic field,
soφ0 represents the direction of one of the magnetic axes. For
simplicity, we consider here only a simple case in which the
system has two magnetic axes in the plane of measurement
and the third axis is perpendicular to them. This applies to our
case. Change ofφ0 with temperature represents a rotation of
the magnetic axes in the plane of measurement, i.e., a change
of direction ofχmax andχmin in that plane.

At this point, we should establish the connection between
magnetic torque and theg-factor anisotropy measured by ESR
since our interpretation of the measured data is based on that
connection. From Eq. (4) we see that measuredτz ∝ χx−χy.
For a paramagnet in low fieldχx ∝ g2

x, which leads toτz ∝

g2
x − g2

y. For isotropic Heisenberg spinS= 1/2 systems,
the g-factor anisotropy is usually the dominant contribution
to the susceptibility anisotropy and the contribution of small
anisotropic exchange can be neglected in comparison, espe-
cially at temperaturesT > J/kB. This applies well to the Cu2+

spinS= 1/2 systems, such as SeCuO3. Directionsx andy at
which the torque is zero are directions of maximal and min-
imal components ofg tensor in thexy plane. The rotation of
theg tensor is thus reflected directly in the change of phaseφ0
of measured torque [see Eq. (4)].

It is important to emphasize that Eq. (4) is valid when (3)
applies for the paramagnetic state, but also for the collinear
antiferromagnetic state in small applied fields. In collinear
antiferromagneticallyordered systems, angular dependence of
torque will generally deviate from Eq. (4) if magnetic field is
large enough to induce reorientation of spins.17,18 In a more
complicated case of antiferromagnetic order, e.g. easy plane
antiferromagnet with domains, angular dependence of torque
will not be described by Eq. (4).18

1. Paramagnetic state

Angular dependence of torque measured at different tem-
peratures in the three mentioned crystallographic planes is
shown in Fig.2. All measured curves can be well described
by Eq. (4). Values of susceptibility anisotropy and phaseφ0
obtained by fitting the measured data to Eq. (4) are given in
TableI. We see that in both planes containing axisb the torque
is zero along theb axis. This means that theb axis is one of
the principal macroscopic magnetic axes in SeCuO3 in the en-
tire temperature range. The other two principal magnetic axes
are confined to theacplane. From the top panel of Fig.2, it is
clear that magnetic axes in theacplane rotate as the tempera-
ture changes, as was already reported previously.13 This rota-
tion is represented by a temperature shift of the phaseφ0 (see
dotted arrows in Fig.2). The temperature dependence ofφ0
measured on the sample used in this work shown in Fig.3 is in
complete agreement19 with the result published previously.13

It should be mentioned, however, that in our previous work
the position of the crystal axes in Fig. 7b) of Ref.13 was in-
correctly labeled. According to results we obtained here, the
axis labeled[1̄01] in Ref. 13 is in fact the[101] axis, and the
axis labeledτ = b× [1̄01] Ref. 13 is in fact the[1̄01]∗ axis.

Temperature dependence of average magnetic suscep-
tibility < χ > shown in Fig.4(a) is compared to the sus-
ceptibility of a linear tetramer model14 for parameter values
J11/kB = −220 K,J12/kB = −150 K, χ0 = 4 ·10−5 emu/mol
and by setting< g>= 2.19 (value taken from our ESR mea-
surements, sectionIII B 1), very similar to the values reported
previously.13 The observed disagreement between theory and
experiment in principle might be a result of the temperature
change ofg factor13 which is not taken into account in the
theory. Our detailed ESR results presented in SectionIII B
will help us clarify this.

Temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility
anisotropies in theacplane,(b, [1̄01]∗) plane, and(b, [101]∗)
plane,∆χac, ∆χb, [1̄01]∗ , and∆χb, [101]∗, respectively, is shown
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Angular dependence of torque measured
in three different crystal planes:ac plane, (b, [101]∗) plane and
(b, [1̄01]∗) plane. Solid lines represent fits to Eq. (4). Dotted arrows
in top panel mark the position ofφ0 at different temperatures.

in Fig. 4(b). Because the magnetic axes rotate in theacplane,
we performed two types of measurement in that plane. The
data for∆χac@RT max, ∆χb, [1̄01]∗ , and∆χb, [101]∗ were obtained
with magnetic field applied at the angle of the maximum of
sine curve at room temperature (RT) (see Fig.2). Since phase
φ0 in the (b, [1̄01]∗) and (b, [101]∗) planes does not change
with temperature, this type of measurement gives the suscepti-
bility anisotropy in the entire temperature range. That is not so
for theac plane, therefore, we also performed measurements
which simultaneously measure temperature dependence ofφ0
and the torque amplitude. This procedure gives anisotropy
χmax

ac − χmin
ac . Only at lowest temperatures is this anisotropy

equal toχ[101]− χ[1̄01]∗ (see top panel of Fig.2). The differ-
ence between∆χac@RT maxandχmax

ac −χmin
ac clearly increases at

temperatures at which the shift ofφ0 becomes significant, as
can be seen in the inset of Fig.4(b). ∆χb, [1̄01]∗ has a maximum
at≈ 13 K and only slightly decreases as the temperature de-
creases towardTN. Phase transition to the ordered state atTN
is observed as a kink below which∆χb, [1̄01]∗ increases as the
temperature decreases.∆χb, [101]∗ has a maximum at≈ 23 K

T (K) ∆χ (10−3 emu/mol) φ0 (◦)

ac plane.

291 0.1793(1) 140.2(2)

77 0.2696(2) 131.7(2)

4.2 3.222(3) 112.7(2)

1.8 3.78(1) 113.4(2)

(b, [101]∗)
plane.

290 0.11184(1) 28.5(2)

77 0.3745(2) 28.5(2)

4.2 0.3723(7) 30.3(2)

1.8 0.372(1) 30.1(2)

(b, [1̄01]∗)
plane.

290 0.1408(2) 29.4(2)

77 0.5883(3) 29.9(2)

4.2 3.496(2) 29.1(2)

1.8 4.005(5) 29.4(2)

TABLE I. Parameters obtained from fits of measured angular depen-
dencies of torque shown in Fig.2 to Eq. (4).
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Comparison of the temperature dependence
of the shift of magnetic axes in theac plane measured by torque
magnetometry and ESR. For meaning ofφ0 see Eq. (4) and of θ0
Eq. (5). T∗ is a temperature at which a kink is observed in∆χb, [101]∗

[see Fig.4(b)].

and then significantly decreases asT decreases toTN. ∆χac
increases less rapidly as temperature decreases than the other
two anisotropies. There is an indication of a wide maximum
around≈ 125 K, but below≈ 100 K ∆χac starts to increase
as the temperature decreases down toTN, and no maximum is
observed at low temperatures aboveTN. These different tem-
perature dependencies of susceptibility anisotropies measured
in different planes are inconsistent with the model of isotropic
Heisenberg Hamiltonian with temperature-independentg ten-
sor. We explained at the beginning of this section how tem-
perature dependence of theg tensor has direct influence on
the susceptibility anisotropy. To determine if this is the (only)
reason for the observed behavior of susceptibility anisotropy,
we performed detailed ESR measurements which will be pre-
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Temperature dependence of (a) average mag-
netic susceptibility< χ > of SeCuO3 compared to measured ESR
intensities along three mutually perpendicular directions and (b) sus-
ceptibility anisotropy measured in three crystal planes.

sented in Sec.III B .
One more feature not observed previously is also reported

here in the inset of Fig.4(b). At T∗ ≈ 26 K, ∆χb, [101]∗ has a
visible kink which is not observable in the other two planes.
We performed these measurements several times to make cer-
tain that this is not an experimental artifact. This is also
roughly the temperature below which a steep change ofφ0
is observed in theac plane (see Fig.3). While this transition
does not represent a phase transition to long-range magneti-
cally ordered state, its nature is not clear otherwise. Structural
phase transition of some kind could be one possible explana-
tion. At this moment, however, we can only speculate about
its origin, so we leave the clarification of the meaning ofT∗

for future experimental studies.

2. Magnetically ordered state

Temperature dependence of the susceptibility anisotropy in
the vicinity and belowTN is shown in the top panel of Fig.5.
Phase transition to magnetically ordered state is clearly visi-
ble as a kink atTN ≈ 8.2 K in theac and(b, [1̄01]∗) planes,
while it is hardly observable in the(b, [101]∗) plane. In theac
and the(b, [1̄01]∗) planes susceptibility anisotropy increases
as the temperature decreases, while in the(b, [101]∗) plane it
slightly decreases with decreasing temperature.∆χac@RT max
andχmax

ac −χmin
ac have the same meaning as already discussed.

This behavior of susceptibility anisotropy can be mapped to
the temperature dependence of susceptibility typical for the
Neél collinear antiferromagnet20 with easy axis along the
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Top: temperature dependence of susceptibility
anisotropy in the magnetically ordered state. Bottom: Temperature
dependence of phaseφ0 in theac plane [see Eq. (4)] in the magneti-
cally ordered state.

[1̄01]∗ direction, whereχ‖ = χ[1̄00]∗ , χIM = χ[101] andχ⊥ = χb.
However, small canting of spins is not excluded, as we discuss
below.

The bottom panel of Fig.5 shows temperature dependence
of the phaseφ0 in the ac plane in the same temperature
range. The phase, i.e., the position of magnetic axes also dis-
plays a kink atTN and continues to change with temperature
even belowTN. Total rotation of magnetic axes belowTN in
the ac plane amounts to 3◦. The rotation stops only below
≈ 4 K and it is only below that temperature that the[1̄01]∗

and[101] axes become magnetic axes. At those temperatures
χmax

ac −χmin
ac = χ[101]−χ[1̄01]∗ .

Observed behavior of susceptibility anisotropy is in agree-
ment with collinear antiferromagnetic order with easy axis
along≈< 1̄01>∗. The spins are either collinear and directed
along≈< 1̄01>∗ axes, or the dominant and large projection
of spins is along that direction. Small canting of spins on
tetramer is not excluded, but it cannot be observed by our
bulk measurements. However, all our angular dependencies
measured in the ordered state (see Fig.2) are described by
Eq. (4), which means that there is no bulk weak ferromag-
netism present in the ordered state.17,18 Thus, the small cant-
ing of spins, if it exists, must be such to produce no net macro-
scopic magnetic moment. This is corroborated by symmetry:
the same inversion center exists between spinsS2 andS3 and
spinsS1 andS4 and canting is possible only between spins
S1 andS2 and spinsS3 andS4 (see Fig.1). Thus, assuming
AFM interactions between spins in Hamiltonian (1), spin ar-
rangement must be such to produce no net magnetic moment
on tetramer.
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B. Electron spin resonance

We measured the temperature dependence of X-band ESR
spectra in theac and (b, [101]∗) planes in the temperature
range from 9 K to room temperature. In all measurements
field sweep was in the range from 500 to 7500 Oe. At all mea-
sured temperatures and for all field directions, we observeda
single Lorentzian line. Below 9 K, the ESR signal disappears
as the system enters a magnetically ordered state. Spectra at
40 K for H parallel to three mutually perpendicular directions
a′, b, andc′ are shown in the left panel of Fig.6. Axesa′ and
c′ in the ac plane were erroneously assigned as axesa∗ and
c during ESR measurements, but our structural measurements
later revealed that these are in fact 6.7◦ away from thea∗ and
c axes in the same plane. The temperature evolution of spec-
tra for H ‖ b is shown in the right panel of the same figure.
All the spectra were fitted to a single Lorentzian line shape
which is represented by a solid line in Fig.6. In Fig. 4(a),
we show ESR intensities obtained by doubly integrating the
obtained spectra. The behavior of ESR intensities is similar
to the measured susceptibility, especially at low temperatures
where both< χ > and χESR display maximum at approxi-
mately same temperature.

1. g tensor

Angular dependence ofg tensor in theacplane measured at
temperatures of 293, 120, 80, 40, and 15 K is shown in Fig.7.
Because of the sample morphology ,we chose the direction of
axis [101]∗ as the goniometer angle 0◦, and axis[101̄] as 90◦.
Note that these directions correspond to different goniometer
angle values in torque measurements. It is immediately ob-
vious that theg tensor rotates and changes magnitude as the
temperature decreases. The totalg tensor obtained at different
temperatures is calculated in the AppendixA and the results
are given in TableIV. Since we want to compare the rotation
of the g tensor to the rotation of macroscopic magnetic axes

2 3 4 2 3 4
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FIG. 6. (Color online) ESR spectra in SeCuO3 measured atT = 40 K
for magnetic field parallel to mutually perpendiculara′, b, andc′ axes
(left panel) and at different temperatures forH ‖ b (right panel). Solid
lines represent fits to single Lorentzian line shape.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Angular dependence ofg factor (top panel)
and ESR linewidth (bottom panel) in theacplane measured at several
different temperatures. Solid lines represent fits to Eq. (5) (top) and
Eq. (6) (bottom).

obtained form torque, we fit the measured values to the fol-
lowing expression

g=

√

g2
maxcos2(θ−θ0)+g2

minsin2(θ−θ0) (5)

wheregmaxandgmin are maximal and minimal values ofg ten-
sor in the plane of measurement andθ0 is the angle at which
gmax is measured.θ is the goniometer angle. Results are sum-
marized in TableII . The errors are obtained from the fitting
procedure, but we must also take into account the goniome-
ter uncertainty of≈ 1◦. Total change inθ0 between 120 and
15 K is≈ 7◦. This is in agreement with previously published
results where angular dependence in theac plane was mea-
sured at 100 and 15 K.13 In Fig. 3, we plot the results forθ0
given in TableII against the phase changeφ0 measured by
torque in the same plane. As we can see from the figure, the
rotation of magnetic axes observed in torque agrees reason-
ably well to the rotation ofg tensor at temperaturesT & 50 K.
Below that temperature, the rotation of theg tensor becomes
insignificant when compared to the large rotation of magnetic
axes observed in torque.

Angular dependencies ofg factor in (b, [101]∗) and
(b, [1̄01]∗) plane at temperatures 100 and 15 K were reported
previously.13 No phase shift was observed in these planes. In
Fig. 8, we show angular dependence ofg factor and linewidth
in the (b, [101]∗) plane measured at 120 and 80 K, and the
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T (K) gmax gmin θ0(◦)

ac plane.

293 2.218(2) 2.113(2) 17.7(8)

120 2.1934(6) 2.0777(6) 16.2(2)

80 2.1721(4) 2.0705(3) 13.3(2)

40 2.1603(2) 2.0701(1) 10.5(1)

15 2.1587(2) 2.0687(1) 9.3(1)

T (K) gb g[101]∗ θ0 (◦)

Plane with axes
b and[101]∗

120 2.2967(6) 2.1681(6) 0

80 2.3224(4) 2.1651(4) 0

TABLE II. Parameters obtained from fits of measured angular depen-
dences ofg factor to Eq. (5).
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Angular dependence ofg factor (top panel)
and ESR linewidth (bottom panel) in the(b, [101]∗) plane measured
at 120 K and 80 K. Solid lines represent fit to Eq. (5) (top) and Eq. (6)
(bottom).

results of fit to Eq. (5) with gmax= gb andgmin = g[101]∗ are
given in TableII . Within the experimental error, we observe
no rotation of theg tensor, as reported previously. This is also
in agreement with the torque results which show no rotation
of magnetic axes in paramagnetic state in this plane.

In Fig. 9 we show temperature dependence of theg fac-
tor measured forH parallel to three mutually perpendicu-
lar axesa′, b, and c′. We also show the averageg factor,
< g>= [1/3(g2

a′+g2
b+g2

c′)]
1/2 = 2.19, and values ofga∗ and

gc taken from angular dependences shown in Fig.7. As can
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Temperature dependence ofg tensor and
< g > (top panel) and ESR linewidth (bottom panel) measured for
H ‖ a′, b, c′. Values ofga∗ andgc taken from angular dependences
(Fig. 7) are also shown. Solid lines represent results of calculations
for J11/kB = 290K presented in AppendixA (see text).

be seen in Fig.9, averageg factor is temperature indepen-
dent. This finding, together with results shown in Figs.3
and4, suggests that apart from theg-factor anisotropy other
contributions to magnetic anisotropy, such as symmetric and
antisymmetric anisotropic exchange interaction (DMI), have
significant influence on the ground state of SeCuO3. Thus, we
next present the analysis of the ESR linewidth which is very
sensitive to the presence of anisotropic exchange interactions.

2. ESR linewidth

Angular dependence of the ESR linewidth∆H in theacand
(b, [101]∗) planes is shown in Figs.7 and 8, respectively.
ESR linewidth is anisotropic and its anisotropy significantly
changes with temperature. In order to obtain some informa-
tion about the temperature dependence of the anisotropy of
the linewidth, we fitted the measured angular dependencies to
the expression used for the dimer system21

∆H = ∆Hmin[1+ c cos2(θ−θ1)]. (6)

Factorc is connected to the anisotropic interactions.θ1 rep-
resents the angle at which the linewidth has maximal value.
This approach has been successfully used to describe angular
dependence of linewidth in quasi-two-dimensional (quasi-2D)
spin system where the maximal linewidth was observed at the
angle of minimalg and vice versa.22,23 Since our system is
different than those for which Eq. (6) was obtained, we use
Eq. (6) empirically in order to describe the change of phase
θ1 with temperature. The results of fit are shown in Table
III and we plot the temperature dependence of the parameters
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FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of the parameters obtainedfrom
the fit of angular dependence of linewidth in theac plane to Eq. (6).

obtained from the fit in Fig.10. Temperature dependence of
∆Hmin roughly corresponds to the measured temperature de-
pendence of the linewidth shown in Fig.10 with minimum
observed around 40 K. Coefficientc increases as the tempera-
ture decreases and then below≈ 40 K it starts to decrease with
decreasing temperature. The most interesting result is that in
theac plane not only do the minima and maxima of∆H not
correspond to the minima and maxima of theg factor, but the
phaseθ1 in (6) changes with temperature more rapidly than
the phaseθ0 of theg tensor (TableII ). Total change ofθ1 for
∆H amounts to≈ 20 ◦ between room temperature and 15 K,
while for theg tensor it only amount to≈ 9 ◦ in the same tem-
perature range. In the(b, [101]∗) plane at 120 K the angle of
the maximal linewidth corresponds to the angle of minimalg
factor and vice versa. AtT = 80 K the angular dependence of
the linewidth is very weak and does not seem to be described
by Eq. (6). The temperature dependence ofθ1 strongly sug-
gests that there are at least two different contributions affect-
ing the ESR linewidth.

Temperature dependence of the ESR linewidth∆H mea-
sured forH‖a′, b, andc′ is shown in Fig.9. ∆H decreases
as the temperature decreases down to≈ 45 K where it has
a minimum and then increases as the temperature decreases.
At high temperatures∆Hb < ∆Ha′ < ∆Hc′ while below 45 K
∆H ′

c ≈ ∆Ha′ < ∆Hb. This also suggests several different con-

T (K) ∆Hmin (kOe) c θ1(◦)

ac plane.

293 2.39(1) 0.094(9) 103(3)

120 1.12(1) 0.23(1) 94(1)

80 0.55(1) 0.33(2) 90(2)

40 0.305(1) 0.404(3) 82(1)

15 0.637(1) 0.284(3) 84(1)

Plane with axes
b and[101]∗

120 1.01(1) 0.115(4) 0(1)

80 – – –

TABLE III. Parameters obtained from fits of measured angularde-
pendences of ESR linewidth∆H to Eq. (6).

tributions to the ESR linewidth. Next, we attempt to distin-
guish different contributions.

In low-dimensional compounds, ESR linewidth is broader
compared to three-dimensional systems.24 For the latter, an
expression for the observed linewidthΓ ≈ M2/Γexch is valid,
whereΓ is observed peak-to-peak half-width given in Gauss
units,M2 is the second moment, andΓexch is the strength of
exchange interaction.25 For one-dimensional compounds, the
width of expected exchange-narrowed line could be calculated
as24

Γ ≈ M2/3
2 /Γ1/3

exch. (7)

The total second momentM2 is the sum of different broaden-
ing contributions24

M2 = Mdip
2 +M∆g

2 +Mhyp
2 +Man.exch

2 . (8)

Mdip
2 is the second moment arising from dipole-dipole inter-

action and other termsM∆g
2 , Mhyp

2 , andMan.exch
2 originate from

other anisotropic interactions: anisotropic Zeeman interac-
tion, hyperfine coupling and anisotropic exchange interaction,
respectively. In order to determine the dominant interaction
responsible for the broad ESR line of the SeCuO3 system, we
have calculated and estimated individual contributions ofall
terms in Eq. (8).

The second moment arising from dipole-dipole interaction
Mdip

2 , in approximation for a powder sample with cubic sym-
metry, could be obtained as26

Mdip
2 =

3
5

g2µ2
BS(S+1)∑

j
r−6
i j , (9)

where, of course, the termi = j is excluded from the sum-
mation,g = 2.19 is the averageg value taken from the ex-
periment, and other symbols have their usual meaning. Us-
ing Eq. (9), it has been found that the dipolar contribution
from all copper ions located in the sphere of radius 12 Å is
Mdip

2 ≈ 6.8 ·105 G2. The sum in Eq. (9) converged very fast,
therefore the taken radius was large enough for calculation.

The anisotropic Zeeman contributionM∆g
2 is a result of the

existence of four magnetically non equivalent copper ions in
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SeCuO3 (two different spatial orientation of Cu1 and Cu2
ions). This contribution to the ESR linewidth is generally es-
timated as24

Γ∆g ≈ (µB/8gJ)[(g1−g2)Hres]
2. (10)

If we take the maximum value of|g1−g2| = 0.4 from theg
factor calculation given in the Appendix and interaction be-
tween inequivalent Cu1 and Cu2J/kB = |J12/kB| = 150 K
from the linear tetramer model of susceptibility, the value
Γ∆g = 0.04 G is obtained. Therefore, the anisotropic Zee-
man term could be neglected in the total the X-band linewidth
while its contribution is significant in the Q band and at higher
frequencies.

Another relevant contribution originates from hyperfine
coupling of electron with nuclear spinI = 3/2.

Mhyp
2 = [I(I +1)/3]K2(θ)/g2(θ)+

+ [I(I +1)/6][A2
‖A

2
⊥/g2(θ)+A2

‖+E2(θ)]. (11)

A‖ and A⊥ are parallel and perpendicular principal compo-
nents of axial hyperfineA tensor and other terms are defined
in Ref.24. If we take the usual experimental value for Cu
ion, A‖ = 200 G andA⊥ = 0, the hyperfine contribution to

the second moment could be maximally estimated asMhyp
2 ≈

7.5 ·104 G2. Compared to the valueMdip
2 ≈ 6.8 ·105 G2, one

can see that hyperfine contribution is an order of magnitude
smaller compared to the dipolar contribution to the second
moment.

Therefore, the second moment originating from dipolar, hy-
perfine and neglectingly small anisotropic Zeeman interac-
tion amounts toM2 = Mdip

2 +M∆g
2 +Mhyp

2 = 7.55· 105 G2.
The strength of exchange interactionJ/kB = 150 K expressed
in Gauss units isΓexch≈ 106 G. Using Eq.7, the width of
expected exchange narrowed lineΓ = 66 G is obtained and
the full-width at half-height27 ∆H = (2

√
2ln2) Γ = 155 G.

This value is significantly smaller compared to the smallest
experimental linewidth observed∆Hmin = 377 G (Fig. 10).
The obtained difference in linewidth (with minimum value
377− 155∼ 200 G) must be produced by anisotropic ex-
change interaction. Therefore, from the previous linewidth
estimation, one can conclude that symmetric and/or antisym-
metric anisotropic exchange interaction is present in SeCuO3
system.

IV. DISCUSSION

Before going to the main point of this work, we discuss
the possible origin of the observed temperature dependence
of the g tensor. In principle, it can be a consequence of the
structural changes of the ligand surrounding of the magnetic
ion or a dynamic Jahn-Teller distortion.28,29 However, no sig-
nificant temperature change of the crystal structure of SeCuO3
was observed in the temperature range 80-300 K.13 The pos-
sibility of a dynamic Jahn-Teller distortion and freezing of
the system in some configuration with lowest energy at low

temperatures can not be excluded. Dynamic Jahn-Teller ef-
fect is a reason behind temperature change of theg tensor ob-
served in CuSb2O6 where a crossover takes place from high-
temperature tetragonal to low-temperature monoclinic crys-
tal structure in a wide temperature range finally resulting in
the freezing of the system below≈ 200 K.30 When CuSb2O6
crystal structure freezes, the crystal usually ends up having
several twins due to several possibilities for the orientation of
CuO6 octahedra. This is reflected in ESR spectra as a presence
of several lines at different resonant fields. In contrast, only
one single-Lorentzian ESR line is observed in SeCuO3 at all
temperatures. While dynamic Jahn-Teller distortion averages
the anisotropic components of theg tensor at high tempera-
tures, the directions of the principal axes of theg tensor do
not change with temperature.29 Furthermore, the symmetry of
the CuO6 octahedra in SeCuO3 is already low and one does
not expect any further symmetry lowering. All this supports
the idea put forward in Ref.13 that temperature change ofg
tensor is not a consequence of the structural changes of crys-
tal symmetry, however, high-resolution investigations ofthe
temperature dependence of the crystal structure are neededto
clarify this.

In Ref. 13, it was suggested that the observed tempera-
ture dependence of theg tensor is a result of strong antiferro-
magnetic coupling ofJ11 between central spinsS2 andS3(see
Fig. 1) which reduces their intensity in the total ESR signal.
These spins are crystallographically inequivalent toS1 and
S4 and thus have different principalg tensors. In this model
of strongly coupled dimer, it was assumed thatJ12 = 0 and
J11= 290 K. The observed temperature dependence of twog-
tensor components presented in previous work was success-
fully simulated using the mentioned assumption. In the Ap-
pendix we further explore this proposal by calculating tem-
perature and angular dependencies of theg tensor under the
same assumptions using the measuredg tensor and setting
J11/kB = 290 K, as in Ref.13. We see from Fig.9 that tem-
perature dependence of measuredg-tensor components can be
rather well described by this procedure. In the Appendix, we
show that all our measured data can be successfully described
in that manner. However, in this way we can neither obtain the
principal values ofg tensors nor their principal axes. We made
an attempt to obtain these by defining the principal axes of
each magnetically inequivalent Cu in the manner usually used
for nondistorted CuO6 octahedra, but in that case we found
it impossible to describe our data using physically allowed
values forg-tensor components for Cu2+ spinS= 1/2. This
result partially signifies that the distortion of CuO6 octahedra
which we ignored in our calculation is important, but also that
the results obtained from simulation, although they give very
good agreement with experiment, should not be taken without
some reserve. The main reason is that in calculations we as-
sume thatJ12 ≪ J11, i.e J12/kB should be of an order of 10 K
or less. However, the Cu1-O-Cu2 angle in SeCuO3 is 108.5◦

which is larger than in e.g. GeCuO3 whereJ/kB ≈ 100 K.
We thus expect thatJ11 andJ12 are of the same order of mag-
nitude. Further theoretical and experimental investigations of
exchange coupling in SeCuO3 are necessary to clarify this.

We now come to the main point of this work. We men-
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tioned that the observed disagreement of measured< χ >
with the magnetic susceptibility of the spin tetramer system
described by the Hamiltonian (1) (Fig. 4) could have its ori-
gin in the temperature dependence of theg tensor. However,
our ESR results show that< g > is temperature – indepen-
dent and the reason for disagreement thus must lie elsewhere.
A most trivial possibility is that the tetramer model does not
describe the magnetic lattice of SeCuO3. Although this would
be surprising, it is not impossible. Theoretical analysis of su-
perexchange paths and orbital ordering in SeCuO3 should help
clarify this. This also leads us back to the possibility of some
hard - to - detect structural change. Values of dominant in-
teraction energies also remain to be determined. Further ex-
perimental and theoretical efforts are needed to resolve these
issues.

In a system with purely isotropic interactions between
spins S= 1/2 such as our proposed Hamiltonian (1) for
SeCuO3, magnetic anisotropy is a consequence of theg tensor
anisotropy. As already mentioned, susceptibility anisotropy
∆χxy ∝ g2

x − g2
y and the rotation of theg tensor is reflected

in the rotation of the susceptibility tensor which can be eas-
ily observed from torque measurements as the temperature
change of the phaseφ0 [see Eq. (4)]. From Fig.3 we see that
observed rotation of magnetic axes in torque in theac plane
agrees reasonably well with the rotation of theg tensor only
for T & 50 K, which allows us to conclude that the rotation of
g tensor is the probable cause of the rotation of macroscopic
magnetic axes at these temperatures. BelowT ≈ 50 K theg
tensor is temperature – independent (Fig.9). This means that
large rotation of magnetic axes observed in torque below that
temperature must have some other origin, but also that differ-
ent temperature dependences of∆χ in different planes come
from another source of anisotropy and not from theg tensor.
The only other source of anisotropy for Cu2+ spin S= 1/2
system is the anisotropy of exchange interactions, either sym-
metric or antisymmetric or both.

To see how anisotropic interactions influence susceptibility
anisotropy∆χ we focus on the temperature range where theg
tensor is temperature independent. For a spinS= 1/2 system
with isotropic interactions we have

∆χxy = χx(T)−χy(T) ∝ (g2
x −g2

y) f (T), (12)

where f (T) describes temperature dependence of suscepti-
bility and its anisotropy. f (T) is direction – independent in
the sense that susceptibility measured in any direction has
the samef (T) and the susceptibility magnitude is defined by
magnitude ofg in that direction.f (T) is defined by the Hamil-
tonian of the system. As we previously discussed and as can
be seen from inset in Fig.4(b), all three measured anisotropies
have different temperature dependencies below 50 K. From
our ESR results, we know that this can not be attributed to
the temperature change of theg tensor, so we need to con-
sider how anisotropic exchange interactions influence mea-
sured susceptibility anisotropy. In the case of the temperature
independentg tensor we can write

χx(T)−χy(T) ∝ g2
x fx(T)−g2

y fy(T). (13)

Functionsfx(y) represent temperature dependence of suscep-
tibilities measured along the axisx(y). When interactions
between spins are isotropic we havefx(T) = fy(T) = f (T)
which leads us back to expression (12). Anisotropic ex-
change interactions introduce different temperature dependen-
cies of susceptibilities measured along different axes. This
effect is observed both theoretically and experimentally in
several low-dimensionalS= 1/2 systems. InS= 1/2 1D
Heisenberg antiferromagnets DMI introduces anisotropic sus-
ceptibility enhancement.5–7,11 In kagomeS= 1/2 antiferro-
magnet both symmetric and antisymmetric anisotropic ex-
change strongly influence susceptibility anisotropy.8–10 While
the effect of anisotropic exchange on susceptibility mightbe
weak if anisotropic exchange is weak, it is obvious that direct
measurement of susceptibility anisotropyχx−χy allowed by
torque represents a much more sensitive method for detection
of this effect, but only in combination with ESRg factor mea-
surements. In SeCuO3 we observe strongest disagreement be-
tween temperature dependences of susceptibility anisotropies
measured in different planes in the temperature range where
theg tensor is temperature independent (see Fig.4). This sug-
gests that anisotropic exchange needs to be introduced in the
Hamiltonian describing this system. Further support to this
claim is given by the temperature and angular dependence of
the ESR linewidth.

Our estimation of dipole-dipole, anisotropic Zeeman and
hyperfine coupling contributions to the linewidth show that
the observed linewidth cannot be explained by these contribu-
tions only. The observed change of the direction of linewidth
extrema with temperature also corroborates the presence of
several competing contributions. All this strongly supports
the presence of anisotropic exchange, both symmetric and
antisymmetric. In SeCuO3 antisymmetric DMI is allowed
by symmetry between spins from Cu1 and Cu2, but not be-
tween Cu1 and Cu1. From structural considerations we expect
the interactionJ12 to be comparable in magnitude toJ11, al-
though possibly smaller, so if the DMI affects the susceptibil-
ity anisotropy the effect could be observable at temperatures
T < J12/kB.

Finally, we discuss the observed large rotation of mag-
netic axes below≈ 50 K where theg tensor is temperature –
independent. The observed rotation of magnetic axes at tem-
peratures where theg tensor is temperature independent might
also be a consequence of the anisotropic exchange interaction,
namely, DMI. Symmetric anisotropic exchange tensor is di-
agonal in the same coordinate system in which theg tensor is
diagonal. The DMI interaction

HDM = D · (S1×S2) (14)

has vectorD defined by crystal symmetry.2 Inspection of Cu1
– Cu2 connection suggests there are no restrictions on the di-
rection of vectorD in SeCuO3.2 We now try to understand
how this affects macroscopic anisotropy measured by torque
magnetometry. Torque is influenced by the component of to-
tal magnetization perpendicular to magnetic field. When only
the g-factor anisotropy is present, magnetic axes are defined
by the principal axes of theg tensor. When magnetic field is
applied in the direction of the magnetic axes, induced magne-
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Angular dependence of torqueτDM ∝
mDM

u × H resulting from uniform magnetization (15) induced by
DMI. For calculationD = (D∗

a,0,Dc) andDc = 0.5Da∗ and isotropic
g = 2 was used. Scale ony axis is equal for all panels. Direction
D/|D| is the angle at whichH ‖ D. Magnetic field rotates in plane
spanned by axes shown in each panel. For each plane only the com-
ponent of torque perpendicular to that plane is shown, as would be
obtained from measurement.

tization mu is parallel to the field and the resulting torque is
zero. The rotation of the principal axes of theg tensor is thus
reflected in the shift of the zeros of the sine curves of torque.
This is what we observe in our measurements atT & 50 K
(see Fig.3). Relatively recently it was shown that for antifer-
romagnetic spinS= 1/2 dimer existence of the DMI between
the spins on dimer induces a uniform magnetization31

mDM
u ∝ (D×H)×D, (15)

where D is the DM vector, andH applied magnetic field.
Equation (15) is obtained under assumption of isotropicg.
From Eq. (15) we see that the vectorD defines the magnetic
axes: induced magnetizationmDM

u is collinear toH when
H ⊥ D and mDM

u = 0 whenH‖D, the torque being zero in
all three cases. This is sketched in Fig.11 for a case when
D = (D∗

a,0,Dc) andDc = 0.5Da∗ , wherea∗, b, andc repre-
sent three mutually perpendicular axes and theg tensor is as-
sumed to be isotropic. We see that DMI contributes to torque
in all three planes, but with different magnitudes. Magnetic
axes defined byg tensor and by the DMI do not need to co-

incide. At high temperaturesT ≥ J/kB we expect that only
the anisotropy of theg tensor is relevant. In case of anti-
ferromagnetic dimer with two spinsS= 1/2 the magnetiza-
tion mu becomes vanishingly small at low temperatures (this
is also true for AFM tetramer) while we expectmDM

u to in-
crease as the temperature decreases. It is thus possible that at
low temperature,mDM

u takes over inducing both the ”extra”
temperature dependence of susceptibility anisotropy and the
rotation of the magnetic axes. Theoretical investigationsof a
spin tetramer system with anisotropicg tensor and the DMI
should help clarify this. In Ref.31, it was also shown that
DMI induces large staggered magnetizationmDM

s ∝ D×H.
Further experimental confirmation of the presence of DMI in
SeCuO3 could be obtained from NMR measurements which
are a perfect local probe for detecting staggered magnetiza-
tion.

Finally, let us remark that the observed large rotation of
macroscopic magnetic axes at low temperatures continues
even in the magnetically ordered state (see bottom panel of
Fig. 5). This is highly unusual and might be an evidence of a
strong spin-lattice coupling in this system.

V. CONCLUSION

Combining highly sensitive low-field torque magnetometry
as a probe of macroscopic magnetic anisotropy and ESR
measurements as a probe of microscopic anisotropy, we have
shown that the previously detected rotation of macroscopic
magnetic axes with temperature in SeCuO3 is a result of
the rotation of theg tensor only at temperaturesT & 50 K.
Disagreement of< χ> with the susceptibility of the proposed
tetramer model (1)14 is not a consequence of the temperature
dependence of theg tensor since< g > is temperature
independent. Further theoretical and experimental investiga-
tions should clarify whether spin tetramer model applies to
SeCuO3. Temperature dependence of the measuredg tensor
can be explained by model of strongly coupled dimer within
tetramer, however we point out some difficulties, namely the
assumption thatJ12 ≪ J11 while structural considerations
suggest they should be of comparable magnitudes.

Estimated values of dipole-dipole interaction, the
anisotropic Zeeman interaction and hyperfine coupling
to the ESR linewidth are too small to explain the observed
linewidth in SeCuO3. This strongly suggests the presence
of anisotropic exchange interaction in the Hamiltonian of
SeCuO3.

Below 50 Kg tensor becomes temperature – independent,
while very large rotation of macroscopic magnetic axes
is observed in torque. Temperature dependencies of the
susceptibility anisotropies in that temperature range differ
substantially in three different crystallographic planes, and
we argue that this is a result of the anisotropic exchange
interaction, most likely DMI which is allowed by symmetry.
We also propose that the same interaction is a reason behind
the observed large rotation of magnetic axes in that temper-
ature range. A small sharp kink atT∗ ≈ 26 K is detected in
susceptibility anisotropy in(b, [101]∗) plane. The origin of
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this kink remains unknown.
In the magnetically ordered state SeCuO3 is an antiferro-

magnet with easy axes along≈< 1̄01>∗ direction. Possible
canting of spins cannot be detected by our bulk method and
needs to be investigated by experiments which can detect
orientations of individual spins such as neutron diffraction
and muon spin relaxation. There is no net ferromagnetic
moment in the ordered state. Rotation of magnetic axes
observed belowTN suggests strong spin-lattice coupling in
this system.

Experimental results presented here show that SeCuO3 is
an interesting system for both theoretical and experimental
study of the influence of small anisotropic exchange on
ground state and excitations of quasi – zero – dimensional
S= 1/2 antiferromagnets.
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Appendix A: Calculation of the temperature dependent g tensor
in SeCuO3

In the previous paper13, it was suggested that the temper-
ature dependence of theg tensor is a result of two differ-
ent contributions to the totalg tensor which have different
temperature dependencies. It was shown that, in principle,
it is possible to model temperature dependence of measured
g-tensor components under the assumption thatJ12 = 0 and
J11 = 290 K, thus allowing two central spins from tetramer to
form antiferromagnetic dimer which reduces their contribu-
tion to the total intensity as the temperature decreases. Here,
we exploit this model using our measuredg tensor and com-
pare it to the temperature and angular dependencies obtained
from experiment.

Due to the morphology of the sample angular dependence
of g tensor was measured in(ξ,b,η) coordinate system where
ξ = [1̄01] andη = [101]∗. Total g gT tensor can then be ex-
pressed as27

g gT = (g gT)ξξ sin2 θcos2 ϕ+(g gT)bbsin2 θsin2 ϕ (A1)

+(g gT)ηη cos2 θ+2(g gT)ξb sin2 θsinϕcosϕ

+2(g gT)ξη cosθsinθcosϕ+(g gT)bη sinθcosθsinϕ.

Angular dependence in theac plane shown in Fig.7 can then
be fitted to (A1) by settingϕ = 0◦ and in the(b, [101]∗) plane
shown in Fig.8 by settingϕ = 90◦ in (A1). In principle, to

T (K) ga∗a∗ gbb gcc ga∗c

293 2.2056 2.2394 2.1258 0.0344

120 2.1729 2.2967 2.0907 0.0364

80 2.1536 2.3223 2.0881 0.0382

40 2.1409 2.3367 2.0895 0.0371

15 2.1379 2.3350 2.0896 0.0379

TABLE IV. g tensor components in the(a∗,b,c) coordinate system
measured at different temperatures.

obtain all components of theg gT tensor, it is necessary to per-
form measurements in three different crystallographic planes.
However, from our previous results13 and from symmetry we
know that only the off-diagonal element in theacplane is dif-
ferent from zero, so we set(g gT)ξb = 0 and(g gT)bη = 0.
Thus, our(g gT) tensor in the(ξ,b,η) coordinate system reads
as

g gT =









(g gT)ξξ 0 (g gT)ξη

0 (g gT)bb 0

(g gT)ξη 0 (g gT)ηη









. (A2)

At temperatures 120 and 80 K, we use the average value of
(g gT)ηη and (g gT)bb obtained from fits to two angular de-
pendencies in two different planes. AtT = 15 K, 40 K, and
room temperature, we use(g gT)bb obtained from temperature
dependence ofgb (Fig. 9). We diagonalize the obtainedg gT

tensor, take a square root to obtain the diagonalizedg tensor
in the(ξ,b,η) coordinate system and then perform a rotation
to the(a∗,b,c) coordinate system to obtain

g =









ga∗a∗ 0 ga∗c

0 gbb 0

ga∗c 0 gcc









. (A3)

The measured components of tensorg at different tempera-
tures are given in TableIV.

Symmetry restrictions will help us to approximate the indi-
vidual tensorsg1 andg2 belonging to crystallographically in-
equivalent Cu1 and Cu2. There are two magnetically inequiv-
alent tetramers, as can be seen in Fig.1. We can term them A
and B. SpinsS2 andS3 from Cu1 on one tetramer have equiv-
alentg tensors because there is an inversion center between
two Cu1 ions carrying those spins. The same is true forS1
andS4 from the same tetramer. Thus, there are four magneti-
cally inequivalentg tensors, two belonging to Cu1 and two to
Cu2. We term themg1A, g1B, g2A, andg2B, where subscript
1(2) denotes Cu1 (Cu2) and subscript A (B) denotes tetramer
A (B). Symmetry requirements further imposega∗a∗

IA = ga∗a∗
IB ,

gbb
IA = gbb

IB, gcc
IA = gcc

IB, ga∗c
IA = ga∗c

IB , ga∗b
IA = −ga∗b

IB , gbc
IA = −gbc

IB,
whereI = 1,2. It is obvious that we cannot obtain realg ten-
sors of each magnetically inequivalent Cu, but we can get ap-
proximate tensorsg1 = (g1A+g1B)/2 andg2 = (g2A+g2B)/2.
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Left and middle panel: Comparison ofcalculated angular dependence ofg factor inacplane (left panel) and(b, [101]∗)
plane (middle panel) with the measured one at different temperatures. Right panel: Temperature dependence of the phaseθ0 of theg tensor
in theac plane obtained from the measurements compared to the results of calculations presented in AppendixA. Presented calculations used
experimentally obtainedg tensor components.

Following Ref.13we now assume that the central Cu1-Cu1
pair forms an antiferromagnetic dimer with interactionJ11 be-
tween the two spins and that the probability of finding a dimer
in a triplet state is given by13

α(T) =
3e−J11/kBT

1+3e−J11/kBT
. (A4)

We can then write for the temperature-dependentg tensor

g(T) =
α

α+β
g1+

β
α+β

g2 (A5)

whereα = α(T)/αmax, αmax= 3/4, β = 1. Assuming that the
symmetry does not change with temperature we calculated a
value ofg tensor in the direction of magnetic fieldn = B/B,
gn, usinggn =

√

nT ·g gT ·n,27 whereg gT at certain temper-
ature was determined using (A5) with J11= 290 K. For large
J11 only the contribution fromg2 should remain at low tem-
peratures. We thus setg2 ≈ g(15 K). The measured data are
best simulated by settingga∗a∗

1 = 2.3082,gbb
1 = 2.1351,gcc

1 =

2.1304, ga∗c
1 = 0.0309 andga∗a∗

2 = 2.1399, gbb
2 = 2.3400,

gcc
2 = 2.0896, ga∗c

2 = 0.0379. In Fig.9 we compare calcu-
lated temperature dependence of componentsga′ , gb, andgc′

with the measured ones. The agreement is quite satisfactory.
In Fig. 12 it can be observed that the temperature change of
angular dependencies is also captured along with the change
of θ0 - the shift of theg factor maximum with temperature in
theacplane.

Although the above-presented simulation describes the ob-
served behavior of theg tensor very well, it has a disadvantage
that from the measured values of theg tensor we can not ob-
tain the tensor componentsga∗b andgbc which, from crystal
symmetry, we expect to be significant. Thus, we can not de-
termine the principalg tensors of Cu1 and Cu2. To do that,
we try a different approach: using purely structural considera-
tions we construct the principal axes of the tensorsg1 andg2.
Then, we determine the principal components of each tensor

in such a way to obtain the measured values at room tempera-
ture given in TableIV.

The CuO6 octahedra in SeCuO3 are distorted, which means
there could be some small admixture of thed3z2−r2 orbital in
the ground-state orbital. In Fig.13, we show CuO4 distorted
squares where we assume thedx2−y2 orbital is located. We
then assign the principal values of Cu1 and Cu2 as follows.
In Cu1O4 atoms, O(3a) and O(3b) belong to two Cu1 atoms
which form a dimer. Together with O(6) they form a plane.
We assume that this plane is an equatorial plane where prin-
cipal x andy axes lie. We assign principal axisx1 along the

FIG. 13. (Color online) Top: Two crystallographically inequivalent
CuO4 distorted squares in SeCuO3 . Principal axes ofg tensors are
also shown. Bottom: Temperature dependence ofg tensor compo-
nents calculated using principal axes shown above (see text).
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Cu1-O(6) direction,y1 is then close to the Cu1-O(3b) direc-
tion, andz1 is perpendicular to both. Cu2O4 is even more
distorted. We definex2 along Cu2-O(2),y2 is approximately
along Cu2-O(4), andz2 perpendicular to both. Similar con-
figuration of CuO4 and construction of the principal axes is
found and carried out for CuTe2O5.32 Thus assigned prin-
cipal axes are shown in the top of Fig.13. We then look
for values of principal tensors which best describe our data
at room temperature. These areg1 = (2.1, 2.19, 2.33) and
g2 = (2.035, 2.185, 2.31). We express each magnetically in-
equivalent tensor in the(a∗,b,c) coordinate system and apply
Eq. (A5) to calculate the temperature dependence of different
g-tensor components. The result is shown in the bottom of

Fig. 13. Although the general behavior is captured, the ob-
tained values are very different from the measured ones. We
have also attempted other reasonable assignments of principal
axes, but it turns out that it is not possible to find two tensors
g1 andg2 with values of their components which are physi-
cally acceptable for Cu2+ spinS= 1/2 which completely de-
scribe the temperature dependence of the measured data using
Eq. (A5). This reflects the fact that the distortion of the CuO6
might be more significant than our simplified approach takes
into account, but also that the assumption of Eq. (A5) that
J12 ≪ J11 is incorrect.
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